SENIOR CITIZENS DAY – JULY 1, 2016
ADDRESS BY GUEST SPEAKER MR KOJO YANKAH
your excellency president john dramani mahama,
your excellencies former presidents,
fellow senior citizens,
i consider myself very privileged and highly honored to
be selected to deliver the guest speaker's address on
behalf of all senior citizens on this special day.
to begin with, mr president, allow me on behalf of my
colleagues to extend condolences to you on the loss of
your loving mother. we know that affairs of state have
not given you enough opportunity to mourn her, but be
assured that you have our sympathies.
in the short time allotted me, i propose to share a few
thoughts on some challenges facing our dear nation,
consider the role some of us have played, and make
some recommendations going forward. ( i will try not
to upset any appetites for lunch today.)
your excellency mr president,
today in ghana, it is unfortunate we are tearing
ourselves apart, mainly on party lines; as if members of
some parties come from some other planets.
we are cynical about our own country and about
ourselves because we choose to define ourselves only
through the lenses of others.
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we fail to acknowledge that no particular group of
ghanaians have answers to all our problems.
our radio stations are crowded with intemperate and
noisy language, insults and indecent verbal assault on
our leaders past and present, and on each other.
our rich cultural values are under attack, and
indiscipline has become fashionable.
at every level of service delivery, open request for a
bribe is becoming normal, and we are blaming everybody
except ourselves.
in some offices, public and civil servants have turned
themselves into petty gods; they cannot delegate
functions, and so have very little time for the public
they serve. some do not respond to emails or messages
at all, and they succeed frustrating innovators and
creative people and organizations.
we are so partisan that some of us have made up our
minds to shoot down any bright initiatives that come
from our political rivals. all our lenses have turned
partisan.
as a nation, some of us are bent on destroying what
our rivals have done when they were in power.
some of us are determined not to celebrate each other's
achievements because we did not initiate them. meanwhile
we shout loudest that we are all ghanaians.
this is a shame to our heritage !!!!!
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dear senior citizens, l want to believe that we are all
seriously concerned about these issues.
your excellency,
on behalf of my colleagues, before l go any further, i
would like to salute all those who struggled and shed
their blood and sweat and made personal sacrifices for
ghana to gain independence from british colonial rule.
i salute further all those who followed up to lead us
to our republican status. and i pay tribute to all those
who have played various heroic roles throughout our
life as a republic.
mr president,
noting that ghana attained republican status in 1960,
56 years ago, l suggest it is fair to conclude that the
group we refer to as senior citizens, both here and in
all the corners of the country being celebrated today,
should accept part of the collective responsibility of
getting this nation to where we are today.
mr president, colleague senior citizens,
some of us have engaged in fruitless and generally
unproductive debates comparing ghana to countries
which gained independence in the same year as ghana
did. i consider this as part of the tragic problems facing
us as a nation. the comparisons we make are not
reasonable, simply because we, like all nations, have a
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unique story which should be well told and passed
down to other generations. we were colonized, our own
people struggled as nationalists to lead us into
independence and later into republicanism; we
overthrew our elected leaders (other's didn't); we have
experienced one-party, military, and revolutionary
regimes and we have since 1993 been recognized as a
multi-party democracy. our geo-politics, economic
directions and cultures have been different. this is the
reality of ghana on which we should discuss our
progress as a people. the countries we compare
ourselves to did not go through the same trajectory.
most of us here played significant roles in our journey
to today and l will mention only a few :
when we overthrew our first president in 1966, we
halted every single development program that had been
painstakingly planned : we threw away a 7-year
development plan; we abandoned a physical development
plan prepared to deal with anticipated urbanization;
and we diluted the accelerated education program
which had a clear vision to provide free and compulsory
education for every ghanaian. the university of cape
coast was originally called the university college of
science education to train teachers for the scientific
advancement anticipated for ghana; but we changed
course and now the university offers every course on
earth. the academy of sciences and the atomic energy
commission which were established to provide the
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scientific research and technological guide necessary for
our industrial take-off changed direction. at the kwame
nkrumah university of science & technology, courses in
nuclear physics and applied bio-chemistry which were
offered were abandoned after the overthrow of kwame
nkrumah.
lately, the ghana industrial holding corporation which
had 32 subsidiaries, at least with two factories in every
region, constituting the base for industrial growth, and
providing jobs to thousands of ghanaians and which
clearly would have put ghana ahead of most developing
nations was dismantled. we sold away the ghana
telecommunications company with all its satellite
submarine cables which could have offered the cheapest
bandwidth to ghanaians for national connectivity . we
are steadily killing local and indigenous industries in
the name of trade liberalization. i could go on and
on.......
we did not only abandon the many development plans
we spent taxpayers' money to prepare ourselves, we
reversed some of the key strategic programs that
would have made ghana a leader in scientific and
technological development in africa.
therefore, our socio-economic circumstances have
changed several times, and we have drawn up
development plans upon plans, and changed them at the
whims of incoming governments - all these by ghanaians
and no other breed of people. one prays that our
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current 40-year plan, with four year cycles, will be
embraced by all ghana to stand the test of time.
your excellency,
clearly, all of us here played different roles all these
years. i will be bold to conclude that we have all
exhibited what the legendary nationalist ephraim amu
referred to as 'nimdee ntraso, nkoto krane, ne
apesemenko me nya', to wit "the know-it-all attitude,
bragging, greed, and selfishness'.
as political leaders, as advisors, as public and civil
servants, as parliamentarians, religious and traditional
leaders, through our actions and inactions, deeds and
misdeeds, through our abuse of official positions, as
businessmen, as academics, we displayed these behaviors
and passed them on to the youth. 'okoto nwo anoma'(a
crab does not beget a bird), our ancestors admonished.
your excellency, mr president,
the great patriot, ephraim amu, noted quite clearly in
his evergreen composition "yen ara asaase ni":
'oman no se be ye yie
oman no se erenye yie,
eye se na ho se
omanfo bra na ekyere'
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"the future of this country depends on our individual
behaviors."
what happened to our rich cultural heritage which
demanded respect for our elected leaders, elders and
for each other's culture ? what happened to our values
which recognized a good name above riches ? what
happened to our potent traditional medicines that
compelled our early leaders to establish the centre
for research into plant medicine ? what happened to
the policy that required primary and secondary school
students to make farms to feed themselves ? why did
we abandon the policy of keeping our environments
clean before the 'tankas' or health inspector arrived ?
why have we stopped going to our villages to celebrate
traditional festivals which taught us our rich practices
? is it because of our new found religious faiths which
scorn our traditions ? why are our media houses not
giving more prominence to scientific issues and the many
achievements of ghanaians in various sectors ? why do
sections of our media deliberately promote political
rivalry, tension and division for entire four years when
other more important aspects of our development
demand attention ? why are we starving our commission
of culture and centres of national culture ? why are
we neglecting our research institutions ? why have we
sometimes disrespected recommendations from auditor
general's reports ? the questions are many.
mr president,
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this is senior citizens day, in an election year. this
should be a time for soul searching and self-confession,
especially for senior citizens, but generally for the
entire populace. we are all ghanaians. by all means let
us disagree on principles, but l propose we seriously
think of the consequences of our public pronouncements
and actions. i want to believe that we all love ghana.
may i please end with a few recommendations :
first, in addition to hosting senior citizens, the state
should organise senior citizens forums in all district
capitals to enable senior citizens suggest solutions to
problems they have contributed to creating.
secondly, district assemblies and traditional leaders
should facilitate the establishment of senior citizens
centres or bureaus from where skills of senior citizens
can be accessed to help in district development.
thirdly, this nation needs a national think tank
composed of men and women of achievement, geniuses,
inventors and creative minds, devoid of partisanship, and
ready to share their ideas for national development.
and we have many of these at home and in the diaspora.
fourthly, mr president, your directive to name our
roads and streets is a highly commendable one. but l
recommend to our city and town authorities to name
our major streets and monuments after creative minds,
inventors, innovators, award-winning farmers, teachers,
scientists, and men and women of achievement to replace
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some of the names that have no relevance to our
communities.
fifthly, ghana will be much better off with a national
heritage museum; let's establish one. our children have
no reference points, no heroes, no role models. all we
see on social media are cuts and paste of foreign ideas.
finally, with your permission mr president, i wish to
appeal to all senior citizens to compile their memoirs,
if they have not already done so, for publication. this
country will be richer in indigenous knowledge and
literature; the youth will draw a lot of inspiration
from them, and we will have a bank and database on
our heritage that we can all relate to.
your excellency, mr president, colleague senior citizens,
this is our motherland, the land of our birth.
let us aim to strengthen the pillars and institutions of
our hard won democracy in a republic.
let us rally together, uproot the know-it-all attitude,
greed, bragging, arrogance and selfishness from our
body politic, and continually ask god to bless our
homeland ghana.
thank you.
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